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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper presents a state-of-the-art of hyperspectral remote sensing classification methods, image 

processing and application in decision making. Agricultural application in detecting, monitoring and 

classification of crops, vegetation and other vegetative features are becoming easier. Image classification 

methods vary and depend on the classification type. The overview exposes the reflective radiation of vegetation 

and the bands that are applicable to vegetation delineation. Different methods of classification under the 

supervised, unsupervised and decision tree types were discussed and presented. Hyperspectral images 

acquired either by airborne or hand held devices are useful and their application are limitless especially in 

agriculture. Hyperspectral images exposes information that could have been lost when using multiple band 

images. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Remote sensing is the acquisition of digital data in 

the reflective, thermal or microwave portions of 

the electromagnetic spectrum (EMS). 

Measurements of the EMS are made either from 

satellite-, aircraft- or ground-based systems, but 

characteristically at a distance (or 'remote') from 

the target. There are many sensors on board 

numerous satellites which are classified based on 

the sensor type, radiation, spatial resolution, 

temporal resolution etc. Remotely sensed images 

are recorded digitally by sensors on board the 

satellites. The satellites vary in height above the 

Earth's surface from approximately 700 km, which 

orbit the earth, to some 36 000 km, which are 

geostationary above the equator. The images can 

be manipulated by computers to highlight features 

of soils, vegetation and clouds. Each pixel, or 

picture element, contributing to the image is a 
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measurement of a particular wavelength of 

electromagnetic radiation at a particular spatial 

scale for a particular location at a specific time. 

The most common display of remotely sensed data 

is a single overpass, which non-remote sensing 

specialists may think of as a 'satellite photo' 

(McVicar and Jupp, 1998). 

Hyperspectral remote sensing has been one of the 

most significant recent breakthroughs in remote 

sensing techniques, development of hyperspectral 

sensors and the software to analyze the resulting 

image data. Just few years ago, access to 

hyperspectral images and the software tools 

necessary to take advantage of them are only 

available to few researchers (Melesse et al., 2007). 

During the past decade, though, hyperspectral 

image analysis has matured into one of the most 

powerful and fastest-growing technologies in the 

field of remote sensing. A hyperspectral image is 

one in which the reflectance from each pixel is 

measured at narrow hundreds of bands, contiguous 

wavelength intervals. Such an image provides 

detailed spectral signatures for every pixel. These 

signatures often provide enough information to 

identify and quantify the material(s) existing 

within the pixels (Huang and Asner, 2009; Panda 

et al., 2010). A user could, for instance, employ a 

hyperspectral image to locate and quantify 

different types of crop varieties, weeds or minerals 

that might be present within an area of interest or 

even within a single pixel. 

 Hyperspectral remote sensing imagers acquire 

many, very narrow, contiguous spectral bands 

throughout the visible, near-infrared, mid-infrared, 

and thermal infrared portions of the 

electromagnetic spectrum. Hyperspectral sensors 

typically collect 200 or more bands enabling the 

construction of an almost continuous reflectance 

spectrum for every pixel in the scene (Govender et 

al., 2007). 

Contiguous, narrow bandwidths characteristic of 

hyperspectral data allow for in-depth examination 

of earth surface features which would otherwise be 

‘lost’ within the relatively coarse bandwidths 

acquired with multispectral scanners. This is one 

of the distinguished characteristics of 

hyperspectral remote sensors. The special 

characteristics of hyperspectral datasets pose 

different processing problems, which must be 

necessarily tackled under specific mathematical 

formalisms, such as classification and 

segmentation (Wang, 2013). Hyperspectral remote 

sensing is a potential and promising technology for 

monitoring environmental stresses on agricultural 

vegetation (Huang and Asner, 2009). 

Many materials can be identified by unique 

absorption feature in their reflectance spectra. 

Consequently, hyperspectral image have been so 

widely used in the mineral mapping, vegetation 

classification and environment analysis. The 

airborne hyperspectral remote sensing technology 

can play an important role in the vegetation cover 

survey (Tong et al., 2004). 
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2. MONITORING AND DETECTION OF VEGETATION 

 

2.1 Applications of Hyperspectral image data 

for vegetation analysis 

Hyperspectral remote sensing methods have 

showed the capacity of accurate vegetation 

identification and estimate biochemical content, 

which is mainly because of narrow and contiguous 

bands that makes it possible to distinguish the 

variations of absorption features that seems 

difficult with multispectral sensors (Kamal and 

Bhatia 2010). It is demonstrated that using 

hyperspectral image to make quantitative 

classification and identification of crop or 

vegetation characteristics is successful (Huang and 

Asner, 2009). The simplest way to identify 

different vegetation is to use reflectance curve due 

to chlorophyll absorption in blue and red regions 

and high reflectance in green and near infrared 

regions, or use different vegetation index (Allen 

and Robison, 2008). 

Classification methods or statistical classifiers 

such as spectral angle mapper, Gaussian maximum 

likelihood and parallelepiped classifier use 

reflectance spectra as reference data for identifying 

classes from both multispectral and hyperspectral 

images. Reference spectra are measured or 

collected from pure and single image pixels or 

larger training areas. The quality or ‘pureness’ of 

the reference spectra is an important factor that 

defines the classification results (Patil et al., 2006). 

2.2 Spatial Signature of Vegetation 

Spectral signatures of vegetation vary according to 

biochemical content, physical structure of plant 

tissues, and phenological factors (Bellante, 2011). 

Plant reflectance in the visible wavelength regions 

(blue, green and red – 400 to 700 μm) is dictated 

by the amount and concentration of photosynthetic 

pigments including chlorophyll, xanthophylls, 

anthocyanins and carotenoids (Xie et al., 2008). In 

the Near Infrared (NIR) wavelength region, the 

internal structure of leaves and in particular, the 

size, shape and distribution of air spaces and also 

the abundance of air-water interfaces within the 

mesophylllayers exert the greatest influence on 

reflectance, however, vegetation spectral 

reflectance signatures are commonly described by 

the green peak (500-600 μm), chlorophyll well 

(600-700 μm), the red edge (700-800 μm)and the 

NIR  (800-1200 μm) (McIntosh et al., 2011), as 

well as water absorption features, however due to 

the spectral range of the ground spectroradiometer 

available for field work, these were not used. 

Visible wavelength regions (A = blue, B = green, 

C = red) dictated by amount and concentration of 

photosynthetic pigments.  Near Infrared (D = NIR) 

wavelength region affected by the internal 

structure of leaves.  Short wave infrared region (E 

= SWIR).  
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Figure 1: Typical reflectance spectra of vegetation (Slonecker et al., 2010) 

 

2.3 Vegetation Red-Edge Spectral Feature and 

Recognition 

Typical growing vegetation, there are sharp 

reflectance changes in the spectral region between 

680 and 750 μm, usually called the "red edge" 

(Tong et al., 2004). Broad-band spectral data (s 

100-μm band width) is of limited value for the 

description of these features. The feature of red 

edge is often used for the discrimination of 

vegetation species, the biochemical analysis of 

vegetation, and the extrapolation of the relevant 

parameters. Usually, two parameters are employed 

to describe the red edge features. One is λ red; it is 

defined as the wavelength of maximum slope, and 

found to be dependent on chlorophyl1 

concentration, with additional effects of species, 

development stage, layering, and leaf water 

content (Tong et al., 2004). Another one is the 

maximum slope, (dR/dλ), found to be independent 

of simulated ground area coverage (Slonecker et 

al., 2010). The reflectance (R), first-order or high-

order derivatives of reflectance, or their 

transformations in continuous spectral wave bands 

can be used to identify different vegetation.  

The vegetation index with a continuous series of 

narrow bands across the red-edge region can also 

be used to monitor green vegetation (Panda et al., 

2010). In addition, the parameter, λ red, 

wavelength of maximum slope can be used to 

estimate Leave Area Index (LAI) (Bellante, 2011).  

Kamal and Bhatia (2010) monitors vegetation in 

rice by conducting a field experiment using mobile 

hyperspectral radiometer (ASD field spec pro FR 

USA) to determine chlorophyll content of the 

leave canopy, REP were located at the maximum 

of first derivative reflectance spectra of rice 

canopy. Spectra of continuum removal were 

obtained using ENVI 5.1 software (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Hyperspectral image using ENVI 4.2 

 

For this "red-edge" feature, there are some 

vegetation spectral analysis and related image 

processing as the surrounded area of derivative 

spectral wave change associated with different 

growing seasons and different crops. Hence, the 

derivative and integrative analysis model was used 

to identify the vegetation growing situation and to 

classify different crops (Ahamed et al., 2011). 

Unlike minerals, all vegetation is composed of a 

limited set of spectrally active compounds. The 

relative abundance of these compounds, including 

water, is an indicator of the condition of the 

vegetation and of the environment in which the 

vegetation is growing. Vegetation architecture has 

a very strong influence on overall characteristics of 

the reflectance spectrum. The spatial scale of the 

reflectance measurement is important in 

determining the observed reflectance. Its 

reflectance in visible and near infrared region (350 

to 800 μm) is dominated by absorption from 

chlorophyll and other accessory pigments. Its 

reflectance in the SWIR (800 to 2500 nm) is 

dominated by absorption from liquid water in the 

plant’s tissue and is additionally modified by 

minor absorption features associated with C-H, N-

H, and CH2 bearing compounds such as starches, 

proteins, oils, sugars, lignin and cellulose. In 

addition, Scale dependence of vegetation spectra 

should be given more attentions in vegetation 

recognition. Generally the scales of vegetation 

include leaf/needle scale, branch scale, crown scale 

and canopy scale (Zhang et al., 2000).  

Many methods have been applied in mapping, 

identifying and classification of vegetation. 

(Kamal and Bhatia, 2010) have demonstrated by 

performing a six multi-temporal ERS-2 (SAR) and 

landsat-5 TM imagery dataset to identify rice crop, 

the study was done using maximum likelihood 

classifiers which yield accuracy of 84.7%. 

However, in mapping tropical vegetation, a 

spectral angle mapper (SAM) was used to classify 

the image, it has been figured out that it is easy to 

map out different varieties, irrigated fields or rain-

fed fields were extracted from digital land use for 

rice cultivation. The quantitative accuracy of this 

method was enhanced up to 95.5%. 

In related findings, weeds classification was 

carried out by (Shapira et al., 2010) to detect 

weeds using a red edge position (REP) spectral 

band which shows a promising discriminatory 

factor in between crops and weeds. However, most 

of the mapping methods used in monitoring plant 

diseases uses red edge position (REP) to map out 

area of serious infestation. (Mulder et al., 2011) 

stated that near infrared (NIR) and REP are the 

two areas that are sensitive to detection of plant 

anomalies. 
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3. IMAGE CLASSIFICATION 

 

3.1 Hyperspectral remote sensing data 

classification 

The techniques for extracting vegetation from 

hyperspectral images are grouped into basically 

two types; traditional and improved methods. The 

traditional methods consist of the classical image 

classification algorithms such as; K-mean and 

ISODATA for unsupervised classification whereas 

maximum likelihood classification (MLC) for 

supervised classification. Unsupervised approach 

is often used in thematic mapping (including 

vegetation cover mapping) from imagery. It is easy 

to apply and became widely available in image 

processing and statistical software packages 

(Panda et al., 2010). Two most frequently used 

methods are the K-mean and the ISODATA 

clustering algorithms. 

Unsupervised classifications methods are purely 

depend on spectrally pixel-based statistics and 

incorporate no prior knowledge of the 

characteristics of the themes being studied. The 

benefit of applying unsupervised classification 

methods is to automatically convert raw image 

data into useful information so long as higher 

classification accuracy is achieved (Xie et al., 

2008). 

At times it is very difficult to differentiate between 

some vegetation because of their appearance, same 

plant species may to have different spectral 

signature and another case may be same spectral 

signature occurring in different species. This 

makes very hard to obtain accurate classification 

results either using the traditional unsupervised 

classification or supervised classification. The 

improved method of classification on the other 

hand, strictly sense it came from the traditional 

supervised and unsupervised classification. 

The advantage of unsupervised classification is 

that no prior knowledge is needed; however this 

can be beneficial when not every item in the study 

area is known. Unsupervised classification also 

avoids problem of being biased in judgments and 

may be poor representation of training data, as 

may be the case in supervised classification as 

rightly stated by Barrs and Prathapar (1994). 

Supervised classification (Figure 3) on the other 

hand is the most common method in agricultural 

areas and it requires prior knowledge. It relies on 

the analyst to define the perceived groups call 

training sites from either in-situ collection or 

directly from the image. The training site are 

statistically analyzed and used to assign every 

pixel in the image to the group in which it has been 

determined a member. 
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Figure 3: Image classification tree 

 

 

3.2 Performing Supervised Classification 

Supervised classification methods include maximum 

likelihood, minimum distance, mahalanobis distance, 

and spectral angle mapper (SAM). SAM is a 

physically based spectral classification that uses an 

n-D angle to match pixel. This method determines 

the spectral similarity between two spectra by 

calculating the angle between the spectra and treating 

them as vectors in a space with dimensionality equal 

to the number of bands. This technique, when used 

on calibrated reflectance data, is relatively 

insensitive to illumination and albedo effects. SAM 

compares the angle between the training mean vector 

and each pixel vector in n-D space. Smaller angles 

represent closer matches to the reference spectrum. 

The pixels are classified to the class with the smallest 

angle. 

 

Maximum Likelihood: Maximum Likelihood 

(Figure 4) assumes that the statistics for each class in 

each band are normally distributed and calculates the 

probability that a given pixel belongs to a specific 

class. Each pixel is assigned to the class that has the 

highest probability (that is, the maximum 

likelihood). 

 

Figure 4: Maximum likelihood classification 
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Minimum Distance: Minimum Distance uses the 

mean vectors for each class and calculates the 

Euclidean distance from each unknown pixel to the 

mean vector for each class. The pixels are classified 

to the nearest class (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5: Minimum distance of supervised 

classification 

Mahalanobis: Mahalanobis is a direction-sensitive 

distance classifier that uses statistics for each class. It 

is similar to the maximum likelihood classification, 

but assumes all class covariance are equal, and 

therefore is a faster method. All pixels are classified 

to the closest training data (Figure 6). 

 

 

Spectral Angle Mapping (SAM): The SAM is an 

automated method for directly comparing image 

spectra to known spectra (usually determined in a lab 

or in the field with a spectrometer) or an end 

member. This method treats both (the questioned and 

known) spectra as vectors and calculates the spectral 

angle between them. This method is insensitive to 

illumination since the SAM algorithm uses only the 

vector direction and not the vector length.  

 

 

Figure 7: Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM) of 

unsupervised classification 

 

 

 

The result of the SAM classification is an image 

showing the best match at each pixel. This method is 

typically used as a first cut for determining the 

mineralogy and works well in areas of homogeneous 

regions. The USGS maintains a large spectral library, 

mostly composed of mineral and soil types, which 

image spectra, can be directly compared. 

 

 

Figure 6: Mahalanobis of supervised classification 
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4. CONCLUSION 

 

Remote sensing is a valuable source of data that can 

provide a synoptic perspective critical for 

understanding biophysical relationships at a regional 

scale. Because of this, remote sensing has been a 

popular tool readily accepted into agricultural 

research and management. The overview reflects on 

different delineation capabilities of different 

classification methods. The application of these 

classifications on hyperspectral image process in 

agriculture can help in identifying disease spread 

pattern on vegetation, water stressed crops, and 

nutrient deficient. It covers a wide array of topics in 

vegetation classification using remote sensing 

imagery.  

First, a hyperspectral image and their applications in 

vegetation mapping were introduced to facilitate the 

selection of right remote sensing products for specific 

applications.  

Second, the techniques of image preprocessing and 

various classification methods were discussed on how 

to extract vegetation features from remote sensing 

images, particularly, the extraction of vegetation 

cover through the application of hyperspectral 

imagery.  

Third, a section was dedicated to the discussion of 

result evaluation (accuracy assessment) of image 

classification. The current availability of very fine 

spatial resolution data such as hyperspectral data also 

broadens the scope of remote sensing and its 

usefulness regarding agricultural management. Area 

measurement of crops from remote sensing is largely 

straightforward.  
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